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We can approach the sound of the V+ chord by getting students to convert the major scale to a melodic minor scale. Again, this
is

too much theoryl When students like the tonal center approach, just lowering the

3'd scale

degree will get the desired results.

Here is a simple idea going around the circle:

Dm?

G7

C

This idea should be accessible to students because it is based on the five note - Do - Re - Mi - Fa - Sol pattern.The combination
of lowering the third and including the leading tone results in the sound of the V+ chord. (We know that the raised fifth of the V+
should be spelled: D#. You guessed it - too much theory!) The sound of this note resolving down to the 2"d scale degree is one of
my personal favorites and a bit of a clich6. Because the pattern above is based on a half note rate of harmonic rhythm for the ii and
V stretching the sound to one measure each will instantly give the students some creative freedom. Here are some longer ideas,
again featuring a tonic-based, scalar approach to start each.

Dm7

G7

C

Dm7

This approach will still require practice, but simplifying sophisticated concepts into accessible sounds should get some good
results. After teaching college level theory for several years, it was liberating to remember the sound was the important part, not
the "intellectualization."
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